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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 82.07 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 17.23 €

Product details:
Product code: E789F-W00-19.0
EAN: 5031199038449
Manufacturer: Nuance

99.30 €
* VAT included
OmniPage Ultimate converts paper, PDF files and forms into documents you can share, edit on your PC, listen to with
natural speech, or archive in a document repository. Amazing accuracy, support for virtually any scanner, the best tools
to customize your process, and automatic document routing make it the perfect choice to maximize productivity.
Included free with your purchase; PDF Create 8 and PaperPort Professional 14.
Superior OCR accuracy
Improved OCR engines deliver amazing accuracy for document conversion and archiving business critical documents.
Maintain perfect formatting
Converted documents look exactly like the original and are easier to edit than ever before, complete with columns,
tables, bullets and graphics.
Mobile document capture
Capture text with a digital camera or iPhone®. Quickly convert your pictures to text documents with Nuance's most
accurate 3D Correction technology available.
Works with any scanner
If your device can scan then it can work with OmniPage. Mobile scanners, desktop scanners, All-in-one and Multifunction printers all work more productively and with better accuracy using OmniPage.
Supports all your favorite applications
Supports the widest range of output formats including PDF, HTML, Corel® WordPerfect®, Microsoft® Word, Excel® and
PowerPoint® (pptx) plus many more formats.
Convert documents in the cloud
Convert documents stored in Windows Live SkyDrive, GoogleDocs, Evernote, Dropbox, and many more. Includes the
Nuance Cloud Connector powered by Gladinet.
Batch processing, amazing value
Schedule large volumes of files for batch processing from folders or email with unattended automation for real time
processing of documents.
Complete forms processing
Convert paper forms to fillable and distribute electronically. OmniPage can collect data from PDF or paper forms and
export to a spreadsheet or database.
Built-in automatic redaction and highlight
Redact or black out confidential text or quickly locate information with highlights. OmniPage can recognize and
automatically mark up your text based on a list of key words.
Recognizes over 120 languages
Process, edit and store documents from anywhere in the world. OmniPage includes the recognition of languages based
on the Latin-, Greek- and Cyrillic alphabets as well as Chinese, Japanese and Korean languages.

Main specifications:

Technical details
Software type:

Upgrade

System requirements
Minimum hard disk space:
Minimum RAM:
Minimum processor:
Platform:
Minimum system requirements:
Compatible operating systems:
Mac compatibility:
Recommended RAM:
Recommended hard disk space:

400 MB
1024 MB
Intel Pentium 1GHz
Win
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8,XGA
Microsoft Windows 8 32/64-bit, Windows 7 32/64-bit, Windows XP 32-bit
(SP3), Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Server 2012
N
2048 MB
2.7 GB

License
License type:

Full

Language
Language version:

FRE

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

